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Buy plants sourced from registered producers
A new requirement in AEOS
2 is that farmers who joined
AEOS 2 in 2011 must buy
their trees and hedgerow
plants from a registered
produced or from a supplier
who sourced the plants from
a registered producer.
AEOS farmers cannot buy
plants grown by a person
who is not registered by
the Horticulture and Plant
Health Division of the Department of Agriculture. The

AEOS specifications recommended that growers should
check the list of registered
producers.
However, this list is not
being distributed as it would
not include bona fide sellers
of plants, such as garden centres, that are fully entitled to
sell these plants.
It is sufficient to check
that the plants purchased
have a valid plant passport.
This will satisfy the require-

ment that these plants have
been sourced from registered
producers. It is not envisaged that provision of plant
passport numbers will be included in the Capital Investment Claim form.

FIREBLIGHT
The reason for this new
requirement is to prevent
diseases such as Fireblight.
As whitethorn (hawthorn),
blackthorn, guelder rose,

rowan/mountain ash, whitebeam, wild cherry trees and
apple trees are potential
carriers of diseases that
are harmful to plants in the
wider environment, producers of these plants must be
registered and inspected by
the Horticulture and Plant
Health Division to ensure
they are free of these diseases.
Fireblight is a serious
disease of these plants and

could cause very serious
damage to our whitethorn
hedgerows were it to become
established in the wider environment.
Any trees that are infected
by Fireblight may be killed.
As a lot of its hosts are found
in Ireland, especially in our
extensive field network of
whitethorn hedgerows, it is
something that we should be
concerned about.
It would have a very seri-

ous environmental impact if
it were to become established
in Ireland.
Within the EU, Ireland currently has a protected zone
status for this disease.
This means that any host
plants being sold into Ireland
must originate from specially monitored nurseries
to ensure that they are free
from it.
- Catherine Keena

What hedgerow
should I plant?
plants of other species. Most
of these should form part of
the hedgerow. Allow some to
grow up as individual trees,
protecting with a tree shelter
at planting. These can be
planted in year two if not at
planting, as can whitethorn
for future trees if all were
pruned at planting.
Trees, particularly large
trees, in a hedgerow tend to
shade out the other hedgerow
plants, leaving gaps. In my
experience, non-native beech,
chestnut and sycamore cause
more shading. There is more
shading of the north side
of hedgerows running east
to west. I would retain trees
such as whitethorn, growing
to eight metres; hazel, six
metres, and crab apple, four
metres. Another reason trees
are not retained is that it is
easier and less time consuming to cut hedgerows with
no trees. However tree-less
hedgerows are not wildlife
friendly and would be contrary to the aspirations of
REPS and AEOS.
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or AEOS you must
choose from the list of
15 species: whitethorn
(hawthorn), blackthorn (sloe), holly,
hazel, crab apple, spindletree (pegwood), guelder rose,
willow, elm, woodbine (honeysuckle), elder, dog rose, briars (blackberry), gorse (whin
or furze) and ivy. There must
be six plants per metre in two
rows of three plants per row.
For stockproof hedgerows,
whitethorn is best; with its
thorns and growth habit,
it can be easily maintained
as a hedgerow. And with its
stunning display of white
flowers around silage time in
late May and red haws in the
autumn, it is a feature of the
Irish countryside.
The wildlife value of a
whitethorn hedgerow can be
significantly improved in two
ways. Firstly, I would plant
a whitethorn plant uncut to
grow up as a single stemmed
tree. Only these retained
whitethorn trees will flower
and fruit prolifically, providing food for birds and bees.
Secondly, I would include a
number of other hedgerow
species to give extra flowers, fruit and seeds, extending the range and times of
food availability for wildlife.
Choose from the list above as
these plants tolerate routine
hedgerow trimming, unlike
species such as ash where
cutting produces multistems, destroying the stockproofness of hedgerows.
For every 100 metres of
new hedgerow at planting,
I would identify five of the
strongest whitethorn plants
to develop into trees, protecting with a tree shelter
so they will not be pruned.
For the same length of new
hedgerow, I would plant 10

For every 100 metres of
new hedgerow, buy 590
whitethorn and 10 other
hedgerow species

Padraig Egan, Teagasc Galway, with a hedgerow planted in spring
2011 under AEOS 1, before its second pruning.

Prune, prune and
prune again!

OTHER HEDGEROWS

TOP: Whitethorn hedgerow following its second pruning to approximately 10cms above last year’s cut to multiply the shoots
at this level.
CENTRE: Spindle, with its square stems, is inconspicuous for
most of the year until autumn when the leaves turn a beautiful
orangy-pink and it produces stunning bright pink berries that
split to reveal the orange seed inside.
ABOVE: Geulder rose, which likes damp conditions, has a disc of
beautiful creamy white flowers, followed by translucent bright
red berries in early autumn.

While whitethorn hedgerows are normally preferred,
there are situations where
other hedgerow species are
more suitable. Blackthorn
and gorse can better tolerate exposure and coastal
conditions. Holly can tolerate shade. Willow is good
with impeded drainage and
permanent waterlogging. In
these situations, full hedgerows of these other species
may be grown.
Two very attractive nonthorny plants are spindle
and Guelder rose. Spindle,
with its square stems, is
inconspicuous for most of
the year until autumn when
the leaves turn a beautiful
orangy-pink. It produces
stunning bright pink berries
that split to reveal the orange
seed inside. Geulder rose,
which likes damp conditions, has a disc of beautiful
creamy white flowers, followed by translucent bright
red berries in early autumn.

Do you want a stockproof
hedgerow with a dense
growth at the base? Immediately after planting, it is recommended to cut whitethorn
less than 10cms above ground
level. This prevents apical
dominance of the leading
shoot and allows clusters of
buds to develop into shoots
just below the cut.
It also makes it easy to
push a strip of waste silage
plastic over the cut stumps
to provide effective weed
control. In the second year
this cluster of shoots will
have grown up and should
be cut again to multiply approximately 10cms above the
first year’s cut. The process
should be repeated in the
third year and as for as long
as it is possible to get access
to make the cuts.
Each time, you cut at the
point where you want the
shoots to multiply. Pruning
must be carried out while
plants are dormant, before

leaves appear in spring. Cutting back young growing
plants wastes much needed
energy.
The most common question asked is: what to do with
hedgerows planted over the
past number of years which
were not cut back at planting
and are now tall and spindly
with little dense growth at
the base?
These plants can be cut
back at any stage – after two
years, three years or, indeed,
100 years, which is the case
when coppicing mature
hedgerows.
The important thing is
to cut back close to ground
level. Plastic may still be
required to keep grass and
weeds under control. If vegetation is present, it competes
for moisture and nutrients
from the hedgerow plants. If
there is a dense mass of vegetation, there is no space for
the hedgerow shoots to grow
at ground level as desired.

